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A Statistical Analysis for Increasing Reward with Increasing Size of Jam’at

Ahmed F. Siddiqi

Abstract
The concept of jam’at is one of the most intrinsic concepts of the social edifice of Islam. The reward of a salaat, as enunciated by Holy Prophet (SAW) is multiplied by saying it in jam’at. There are sayings of the Holy Prophet (SAW) which can be made to show that the reward of a jam’at is a mathematical function of that of a salaat said individually. This paper is an attempt to find that function. It is being established here that this function is parabolic, with a very sharp slope in nature, and may be deduced to extrapolate the divine reward one may have by saying a salaat in jam’at, at one hand, and to appraise the increase in reward with the size of the jam’at. The same function also connects different, apparently conflicting sayings of the Holy Prophet (SAW) regarding the comparisons in this reward.
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1. Introduction
The concept of jam’at, congregation, is one of the basic and the most cited concepts in Islam. The Holy Quran ordains “...bow down your heads with those who bow down...” 1. The essential part of every obligatory prayer, salaat, called fardh, are said in jam’at. The whole Muslim body that can assemble in one place, both men and women, must gather at the appointed time, praise and glorify God, and address their petitions to Him as a single body. All people stand shoulder to shoulder in a row, or in several rows, as the case may be, their feet being in one line, and one person, chosen from among them, and called imam, leads the salaat, and stands in front of all. Such a formation develops a unique social cohesiveness among the members of this formation. And perhaps, this social cohesiveness is the most important earthly reward of this jam’at which promotes connectedness in the community.

The salaat is one of the most important duties of a Muslim, after one has reached faith in one God and in Prophet Mohammad (SAW). It is the most special act of divine worship, which a Muslim is called upon to practice five times a day. There are numerous verses of the Holy Quran and the Traditions of the Prophet (SAW) enjoining the salaat on us. It has been described as the pillar and the foundation of the faith. Salaat, if offered with a sincere heart, proper devotion and mental concentration, is particularly vested with the property of cleansing the heart, reforming one’s life and ridding it of sins and impurities. It generates love for piety and truth and promotes fear of God in man. It is further ordained that the bounties of salaat are multiplied when said in jam’at. The Holy Quran has clear verdict on the jam’at. The Prophet (SAW) was very particular about it; once while condemning the conduct of Muslims those who avoided coming to the mosque to say their prayers in jam’at due to laziness or indifference, he observed with anger that he felt like burning down their homes.

There are several traditions in which the Prophet of Islam, Mohammad (SAW), dilated upon the value and rewards of salaat, especially salaat said in jam’at from different dimensions. Followings are a few of these holy sayings of the Prophet (SAW) comparing the reward of a salaat said individually and in jam’at;

1. Saying salaat in jam’at is better than saying individually. Jam’at of three is better than that of two and the liking of Allah increases with the size of jam’at. 2
2. Two persons performing salaat together, with one as imam, are liked by Allah more than four persons saying salaat individually; similarly, four persons performing salaat with jam’at (congregation) are liked by Allah more than eight persons saying it individually and (again) eight persons performing salaat with jam’at are liked by Allah more than one hundred persons saying it individually. 3
3. Saying salaat in jam’at is 25 times more reward giving as compared to a salaat said individually in home and/or market place. 4
4. Salaat in jam’at is 27 times more reward giving as compared to that in individual. 5

All these holy sayings, bullet 1 to 4, show numerical comparisons between the salaats said individually and in jam’at. The holy saying in bullet 1 shows the liking of Allah for a jam’at as increased by increasing the size of jam’at from two persons to three. But it does not quantify the increase in this liking. The saying in bullet 2 discusses the value of reward, as a proxy of Allah’s liking. It does quantify and show the details of the
arithmetic for the value of reward as increased with the size of the jama’at. The sayings in bullet 3 and 4 are again a comparison of the reward but without the details and seem to be in conflict with what is being said in bullet 2 and even in bullet 1. The conflict as it appears, or the difference in the numerals is quite perplexing, especially for staunch believers who cannot even think of any difference in the holy sayings. The religious literature of Muslim is silent in this regard. No academic research is available either. Qurashi opines however, that it is related, or specific, to higher sizes of the jama’at while discussing these sayings in the study of motivation.

Let’s explore the arithmetic given in holy saying in bullet 2. In tabular form, the arithmetic is given in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Persons in Jam’at</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>more than</td>
<td>more than</td>
<td>more than</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reward</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reward for Each Individual</td>
<td>4/2=2</td>
<td>more than</td>
<td>8/4=2</td>
<td>100/8=12.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The ratios in the last rows are not part of the holy saying and are deduced by dividing the total rewards by the number of participants of the jama’at. A graphical depiction of these statistics is given in Figure 1; where 1(a) in left panel shows the dynamics of the total reward of the salaat as the number of participants grow, while 1(b) gives the dynamics of the reward for each participant of the salaat. The value of the reward, in both cases, increases very sharply as the size of the jam’at grows. One may be curious to find the value of reward for other numbers of participants. The current article is an attempt in the same direction. It should be noted here that the attempt is mere by a mathematical deduction of the holy saying and not in any way an inductive interpretation. It is simply an effort to extrapolate the value and amount of reward for other higher sizes of the jama’at.

So, the reward of the salaat in jama’at (congregation) is proportional to the reward of the salaat said individually. Mathematically, this proportionality may be written in the form of a function;

\[ \text{Reward of } jam’at = f(\text{Reward of Individual salaat}) \quad (1) \]

The form and the shape of this function \( f \) is interesting enough to forecast the value of reward for the whole jama’at and for the individual. The following sections suggests different approaches to mimic, in the first hand, the curve in the form of a mathematical function which may further be used to extrapolate, or forecast, the value of reward for any number of participants of the jama’at.

2. Exploring the Mathematical Function

The saying of Holy Prophet (SAW) may be deduced into a value of total reward for the jama’at when the size of the jama’at increases continuously. Similarly, the value of the reward for each individual person in the jama’at may also be deduced.

Let’s use the principle of least squares to fit an appropriate curve to the data which may be used to extrapolate or forecast the value of reward for any number of participants. Figure 1(a) suggests it either to be a parabolic, power or an exponential curve (and absolutely not linear) which may well represent the data. Figure 2 gives few choices for the possible curves for the data including power, parabolic and exponential curve. Figure 2(a) is a power curve for the data in the Hadith. It appears to miss two data points which obliterate its representativeness. Figure 2(b) is a parabola and uses all the data points. The right most panel, Figure 2(c), shows an exponential curve which is also missing the last data point and which results in its lesser representativeness. Qurashi (1983) uses a power curve to derive formula for motivation, cooperation and achievement of a team. The parabolic curve, Fig. 2(b) seems to be more representative for the data.

![Figure 1: Graphical Depiction of the Hadith](image-url)
Symbolizing the individualistic reward of each person by \( p \) (with \( p > 0 \)) and the value of reward (in terms of this individualistic reward) by \( r \), the data can be composed into Table 2 for the application of the principle of least squares; The first two columns are simply a re-written form of the saying as columns in Table 1 while the rest of the columns are different products of these columns, as per the principles, to be used for the composition of normal equations.

The three normal equations are thus given by:

\[
\begin{align*}
112 &= 3a + 14b + 54c \\
840 &= 14a + 84b + 584c \\
6544 &= 84a + 584b + 4368c \\
\end{align*}
\]

Solving these equations for the unknowns \( a \), \( b \), and \( c \), using the method of matrices,

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
a \\
b \\
c \\
\end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix}
3 & 14 & 84 \\
14 & 84 & 584 \\
84 & 584 & 4368 \\
\end{pmatrix}^{-1} \begin{pmatrix}
112 \\
840 \\
6544 \\
\end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix}
28 \\
-19 \\
3.5 \\
\end{pmatrix}
\]

So the parabolic equation, or the functional form of Eq. 1, turns out to be

\[
r_r = 3.5p^2 - 19p + 28 \quad (2)
\]

which shows that the reward of a salaat said in jama’at is exalted by a function, as defined in the right hand side of the Eq. 2. The same equation may also be used for extrapolation and forecasting. Table 3 shows the extrapolated values and how the size of the jam’at increases the value of the reward of the whole salaat. The first column of the table shows the size of the jam’at in terms of number of its participants while the second column shows the value of the reward in terms of individuals saying their salaat individually. For example, the reward of a jama’at said by 10 persons is more than \( 3.5 \times 10^2 - 19 \times 10 + 28 = 188 \) times that of a salaat said by a single person. Similarly, the reward of the jama’at said by 100 persons is increased by \( 33,128 \) times than that said by a single person. The reward goes up exponentially.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size of Jam’at</th>
<th>Total Reward</th>
<th>Individual’s Reward</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>20.5</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>530.5</td>
<td>64.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>1048</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>1740.5</td>
<td>213.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>2608</td>
<td>320.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>4868</td>
<td>600.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>7828</td>
<td>968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>33128</td>
<td>4118</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A similar analysis for the reward per person can also be deduced from the Holy saying. Figure 1(b) suggests again a parabolic curve for the data being the most representative curve mimicking the data in the holy saying. The method of least squares gives an equation for the value of reward per person.

The forecasting equation turns out to be

\[
r_r = 0.4375p^2 - 2.625p + 5.5 \quad (3)
\]

which shows that the value of the reward per person is given by a function on the right hand side of the Eq. 3. The same equation may also be used for forecasting.
The last column of the Table 3 shows how this equation may be used for different sizes of the *jama’at*. For example, the individual reward of each person in a *jama’at* of 15 persons is more than $0.4375 \times 15^2 - 2.625 \times 15 + 5.5 \approx 65$ times that of a *salaat* said singularly.

The same table seems to be solving the confusion which arouses while reading holy sayings, in bullets 1 through 4, one after the other. The saying in bullet 2 goes up to 8 persons while the value of individual reward of each person in a *jama’at* of 10 persons is deduced to be more than 23 times that of a *salaat* said singularly, as per column 2 of Table 3. And this is very near to what is being said in the sayings at bullet 3 and 4. So, there is no confusion in these sayings as bullet 2 talks in terms of total reward of the *jama’at* while the later two sayings talk in terms of individual’s reward. In other words, the sayings at bullet 3 or 4 is/are a continuation of the saying in bullet 2.

A general view of these equations is shown in Figure 3, which is a graphical presentation of these two equations, Eq. 2 and 3, and shows how the holy saying in bullet 2 can be deduced to extrapolate the value of reward for different sizes of the *jama’at*. The left panel, 3(a), shows the extrapolation of the total reward with the size of *jama’at* while the right panel, 3(b), shows this extrapolation for the value of reward for each individual participant of the *jama’at*. An exponential curve with a very sharp slope is the characteristic feature of both of these figures which shows how rapidly the reward of a *jama’at* increases with the size of this *jama’at*.

The reward increases with the size of *jama’at*. However, these sayings portray apparently only a fragmented figure, especially when one wants to read them for the relationship between the value of reward and the size of the *jama’at*. Further, different sayings seem to be at odds with each other. It has been attempted in this paper to make deductions and extrapolate the value of this divine reward and connect these, seemingly different and conflicting, sayings to complete the picture.

It has been derived here that the relationship between the reward of a *salaat* said in *jama’at* and the size of the *jama’at* is parabolic, as narrated by the Holy Prophet (SAW), in nature. This parabolic function can thus be used to deduce and extrapolate the value of reward for different sizes of the *jama’at*. The same parabolic function connects different apparently conflicting sayings of the Holy Prophet (SAW)

It should be kept here in the mind that the analysis presented here is simply a deduction of the saying of the Holy Prophet (SAW) and the actual reward of the *salaat*, either said singularly or in congregation, is known only to Allah, (SWT), who may exalt the reward many times higher than the figures deduced here.
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